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ABSTRACT. – We analyse a two-sided incomplete information
negotiation that can reach three possible settlements: either the extreme
proposal of one of the parties prevails, or an intermediate compromise is
reached. Our main results are (i) that the outcome of the game in which
no compromise is possible is an equilibrium of the game with compromise
and that (ii) there exist equilibria in which compromise is reached with
positive probability that are (ex-ante) Pareto improving. The results
support the perception that mediators, restricting direct communication
and/or coordinating the timing of concessions, enhance the efficiency of
bargaining.

Compromis versus capitulation dans les n ´ egociations
avec information incompl ète

RÉSUMÉ. – Ce papier analyse le processus de négociation sous
information incomplète entre deux parties dont l’issue peut être, soit
que la proposition extrême d’une des parties prévale, ou bien qu’un
compromis intermédiaire soit accordé. Les principaux résultats sont les
suivants : (i) la solution du jeu dans lequel le compromis n’est pas possible
est un équilibre du jeu avec compromis, et (ii) il existe des équilibres,
dans lesquels le compromis est atteint avec probabilité positive, qui sont
(ex-ante) Pareto supérieurs. Les résultats obtenus supportent l’intuition
que les médiateurs, en contraignant la communication directe et/ou la
coordination dans la séquence des concessions, permettent d’augmenter
l’efficacité du processus de négociation.
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1 Introduction

Settling a dispute, whether by a compromise or by one of the party’s
total concession,usuallytakestime. Sometimes,after bargaining for a long
time, parties walk away convinced that an agreement is impossible. The
modelof two-personbargainingpresentedin this paperprovides insight on
the forces driving conflicts towards compromise, capitulation, or stalemate
and on the timing of these outcomes.

The basic bargaining problem that we study is the following: two parties
are engagedin a negotiation that takes place over time and can reach
three possible settlements, either the extreme proposal of one of the parties
prevails,or an intermediatecompromiseis reached.The model, formally
presented in section 2, is roughly described as follows: It is assumed that
playerscan choose one among there possible partitions of one unit of surplus
in continuoustime. At each moment in time players know what proposals
have been made up to then and choose whether to remain firm or to make
a proposalmore favorable to their opponent. Player’s payoffs from any
agreementdecreaseover time and dependon reservationvalues that are
private information. There is a continuumof possiblereservation values.
Along aPerfectBayesianEquilibrium(PBE),astime goes by, players update
their beliefsaboutthe type of opponentthey faceand adjusttheir behavior
accordingly,choosinga bestresponseto their opponent’sbehavior. Under
the assumptionthat the ex-anteprobabilitydistributionof reservationvalues
havea positive densityon a full support,that is, any type that can extract
somepositive surplusfrom someagreementis present in the negotiation,
we providea full characterizationof the setof Perfect Bayesian Equilibria.

Themodelthat we presentcanbetakenasa stylizedmodelof bargaining
situationsin which, in addition to the proposalsof each party, an obvious
compromiseis available. Theseare the simplestbargainingsituations that
are not purely concessiongames(as models in which only one of two
extremeproposalscould prevail would be). Under this simple set up, the
essenceof the bargainingproblemwith incompleteinformationis captured:
the fact that making a concessionhas two different types of costs – the
direct cost of accepting a smaller portion of the surplus right away, and
the cost that players will pay in the future by having revealed themselves
as weaker than their opponent.

Our results build on the structure of the unique Bayesian Equilibria (BE)
of wars of attrition with two-sided uncertainty on the ability of the opponent
to yield: Agreements occur only with delay and, if proposals are very
extreme, the result is very inefficient (a long negotiation that yields an
agreement with very small probability).

Here, taking the natural nex step, we study games in which parties have
the possibility of reaching a compromise and provide a full characterization
of the set of PBE outcomes. It turns out that games with two extreme
proposalsand a compromise do not necessarily yield a better outcome
than the war of attrition. In fact, strategies in which the parties ignore
the possibility of compromising remain an equilibrium of the game. These
profiles, that we call War of Attrition Equilibria (WAE) are the unique ones
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that can be supported if players use markov strategies (i.e. the actions of
a player at some partial history depend only on the standing proposals and
her beliefs at that partial history). Apart from WAE, we characterize and
show existence of Compromise Equilibria (CE). Along a CE, a compromise
is reachedwith positive probability. It is possiblethat, whether by a total
concessionof one of the parties or by a compromise, an agreement is
reachedafter substantialdelay. Moreover,it is also possible that, after long
negotiation, the parties reach the conclusion that no agreement is possible.

A canonicalexample of the bargaining situation that we analyze would be
the distribution of four units of an indivisible good among two individuals.
Thereis, however, an interpretation of the model that gives it a more general
appeal:if two parties are bargaining with the help of a mediator, it is often
the case that the latter proposes a compromise settlement to both parties,
and theneachparty acceptsor rejectsthe compromise settlement.

Since our characterization of the set of PBE with three possible agreements
givesa robust characterization of the basic qualitative features that arise in
bargaining with two sided incomplete information, the model can also be
seenas a step towards a model with any finite set of possible partitions of
the surplus. However,sucha generalizationis not straightforwardbecause
theresultswith threepartitionsof thesurplusrely heavilyon theparticularly
simple structureof the equilibrium strategiesin the war of attrition. For
moregeneralgames,characterizingequilibrium strategiesafter somepartial
concessionoccurshas so far provenuntractable.

If we interpret the three agreement game as a stylized model of bargaining
with the help of a mediator,our results suggest that third parties should
not only propose a compromise: they should also coordinate the timing of
bargaining and serve as communication channels. If communication takes
place through a mediator,it is likely that she can improve the efficiency
of the outcomeby preventingtoo muchrevelationfrom taking place when
playersdecideto makea concession.Evenif the mediator does nothing but
coordinatingthe scheduleof the negotiation,shecan induce the players to
choose a CE over the WAE. In cases where the proposals of the parties are
very extreme, the WAE yields very low expected payoffs, thus playing a CE
will be welfare improving. Hence,the resultsare suggestive of a rationale
for theextendedpracticeof mediationasa mechanism for conflict resolution.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates
our model in relation to the literature in sequential bargaining and to the
litterature on the war of attrition. Section 3 formally presents the model.
Section 4 presents a characterization of BE for games with two possible
partitions. In section5 the results for games with three possible partitions
are presented. Some conclusions follow.

2 Relation to the Literature

The efficient agreement without any delay predicted by the Rubinstein-
Sthal model seems to be at odds with the perception that delays and impasses
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are commons in all kinds of negotiations. As a consequence much effort was
made to show that, with private information equilibrium outcomes may turn
out to beinefficient ex-post because some types of players are willing to wait
in order to signal their strength. (See, OSBORNEand RUBINSTEIN [1990] and
references therein). Nevertheless, GUL and SONNENSCHEIN [1988], point out
thatmodelsof sequentialbargaining with one-sided private information may
not be a robust basis for the analysis of disagreement in bargaining. They
prove that if strategies are stationary, then delays obtained in bargaining
modelswith one-sided private information vanish as the game approaches
a continuous time structure, and, in the limit, the informed party is able to
obtain all the surpluswithout delay.

Most real life bargainingsituationsarebest described as sequential games
with two-sided private information. The equilibria of this class of games
are, however,very difficult to characterize.There are immense problems
related to information updating and clear-cut results have been elusive.
(See, for example, CHO [1990] and AUSUBEL and DENECKERE [1993] for
very valuable partial results).

In sharp contrast with the lack of general results characterizing sequential
bargainingwith two sidedprivateinformation,models of the war of attrition
with two-sidedprivate information (KREPS and WILSON [1982], OSBORNE

[1985], PONSATI andSÁKOVICS [1995a])haveuniqueBE in manyinstances.
Modelsof bargainingwith only two possibleagreementsarewarsof attrition,
thus uniquenessof the equilibrium under two-sidedprivate information is
obtainedby CHATTERJEE and SAMUELSON [1987]. In these model there are
only two typesof players:weaktypes,i.e. players that can obtain a positive
payoff from a concession,andtoughtypes,i.e. players that can only obtain
a negativepayoff from a concession.In the unique equilibrium, provided
that they are weak, both players distribute their concessions on the same
interval of time so that they simultaneously reach the conclusion that their
opponentis tough. A player more likely to be tough receives a higher
expectedpayoff. Furthermore,reachingan agreementtakestime because a
strategyin which all weaktypesof a given player concede at the first instant
cannotbe supportedas an equilibrium; waiting an instant to convince the
opponentof their toughnessalwaysincreasesthe expectedpayoff for weak
players. Moreover, while the alternating offers extensive form is crucial for
all the results in models that assume a continuum of possible divisions of
the surplus (with or without incomplete information), the uniqueness of the
BE in wars of attrition with two-sided incomplete information is robust to
a variety of extensive forms: neither time being continuous or discrete, nor
alternatingor simulaneousmovesextensiveformsare crucial for the results.

In relationto theliterature,this essayis anattempt to address the problem
of sequential bargaining with incomplete information by using the techniques
and resultsfrom the litterature on wars of attrition. Here the assumption
that agreements must lie in a finite set plays a crucial role: players cannot
change their proposals in a continuous way, either they keep their proposals
of they forego some positive amount of surplus. The original motivation for
the present research was the conjecture that representing a bargaining game
as a many stage war of attrition would provide a tractable game form, yet
one rich enough to yield substantive results about the problem of bargaining
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with two-sided private information. This turns out to be true if the set of
agreements is limited to two extreme proposals and a compromise, for more
generalgamesthings are still unclear.

Since the litterature usually presentsbargaining as a discrete time
alternating move game, time being continuous may look as a striking
feature of the presentmodel. However, continuoustime is not essential
for our results. What is essential is thesimultaneous movecharacter of the
bargainingprocessandthe finitenessof possibledivisions of the surplus: the
same qualitative results could be obtained with a discrete time simultaneous
move extensiveform, in the limit as the interval between periods becomes
negligible.

The reasons why a continuous time structure is chosen are the following.
First, a simultaneous move game is crucial to obtain the results when more
than two agreements are possible. It is necessary because we want to allow
the possibility of simultaneous concessions leading to a compromise that
both players prefer to a total concession. Moreover, although the alternating
move extensiveform is crucial to obtain uniquenessof the equilibrium in
the Rubinstein model (see STAHL II [1990]), it is of no special benefit with
a finite numberof divisions of the surplus:in this caseRubinstein-typeof
results break down (see van DAMME, SELTEN and WINTER [1990]). And
second,the characterizationof equilibria in the war of attrition turns out
simpler if we usecontinuoustime (first order conditions are necessary and
sufficient).

3 The Model

ConsiderplayerA bargainingover oneunit of surplus with her opponent
B (A is playerB’s opponent!). An agreement can be reached at any time
t 2 [0; 1) but only three agreements,A, B or C are possible: agreementA
givesplayerA a largeshare of the surplus,xA, (while B getsonly a small
share1� xA); agreementB givesA a small sharexB < xA of the surplus
(while B getsa largeshare1�xB ); and agreementC is a compromise that
givesA an intermediate sharexC , xB < xC < xA, (while B gets also an
intermediate share1�xC). If an agreement that givesx to A is reached att,
A getsa payoff(x�a) e�t andB getsa payoff(1�x� b) e�t wherea and
b are the privately known realizations of two independent random variables.
The ex-ante probability distribution ofa andb are common knowledge and
have a positive densitiesf andg on [aL; aH ] and [bL; bH ], with aH � xA

and bH � 1 � xB , that is, only bargainers that can get a positive surplus
from some agreementare present.

The game starts with player A proposing agreementA, her opponent
B proposing agreementB and bargaining goes on until proposals are
compatible. If the proposals become more than compatible by the
simultaneous concession of both players, then the exceeding surplus is
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evenly split. Apartial history att, ht, is a full description of how the game
has been played in the interval[0; t). We say thatht0 is a continuation of
ht if it coincides withht in [0; t) and t0 > t. We will write �t to denote
a partial history in which no player has made a concession in[0; t), and
A �t (B �t) to denote partial history in which playerA (B) proposedC at �
and kept it in (�; t). Ht denotesthe set of all partial histories att.

A �-reactionstrategyfor player A is a measurable function

"A : [aL; aH ] � [t<1Ht ! fA; C; Bg;

that is "A (a; ht) denotesA’s proposal contingent on(a; ht). We require
that "A satisfies:

(S.1) "A (a; ht) 2 fC; Bg if "A (a; ht0) = C if ht0 is a continuation of ht:

(S.1) "A (a; B tt+�) = "A (a; �t) if � < �:

Condition (S.1) requires that concessions are irreversible. This assumption
is madefor tractability andit implies that all ht areeither�t, A�t, or B �t.
Condition (S.2) statesthat it takessometime to react to new concessions:
SinceB tt+� is the partial history at t + � in which B proposesC at t,
then"A (a; B tt+�) = "A (a; �t) if � < � indicates that no concession byA
can take placein (t; t+ �) unless it had been planned prior to observing
B’s concession.We will think of the reaction lag � as negligible, and
characterizethe resultsin the limit as�! 0. However,it is necessary that
� > 0 so that the “first” date at which players react to proposal changes
at t is well defined.

Let " = ("A; "B) denote a strategy profile andua ("; ht) denote the
(expected)utility that player A of type a obtains given the probability
distribution over outcomesgeneratedby " (ht). 1

A system of beliefsfor A, �A, maps each partial history into a
probability measureon [bL; bH ] such that�A (h0) has densityg. A profile
� = (�A; �B) is consistent with" if it is compatible with Bayes’s Rule.
Let Va("; ht) denote the payoff that a expects from", conditional on
ht : Va ("; ht) =

R
ua ("; ht) d�A (ht).

A Bayesian Equilibrium(BE) is a strategy profile" such that,Va ("; �0) �
Va ("

0

A; "B; �0) andVb ("; �0) � Vb ("A; "
0

B ; �0) for all "0A and"0B , for almost
all types. APerfect Bayesian Equilibrium(PBE) is a strategy-belief profile
("; �) such that for allht, for almost all typesVa ("; ht) � Va ("

0

A; "B; ht)
andVb ("; ht) � Vb ("

0

A; "
0

B; ht) for all "0A and"0B and� is consistent with".
Given a belief profile � anda partial historyht, the state ofht is the pair

of proposals atht and the pair of beliefs�A (ht), �B (ht). A strategy-belief

1. Given a pair of types (a, b) and a history att, each strategy profile" generates a unique
probability distribution over histories att0 for each t0 > t, and hence a unique probability
distribution over outcomes of the game (actually a unique historyht0 and a unique outcome of
the game if no simultaneous concessions are prescribed).
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profile ("; �) is a markov profileiff, for all ht, "A (a; ht) and "B (b; ht)
depend only ona, b and the state ofht. A Markov Perfect Equilibrium
(MPE) is markov profile that is a PBE.

For any profile ", play evolves so that, if playerA (B) proposesC, a
new game of the same nature with only two agreementsC andB (C and
A) arises: The new game is a war of attrition that ends as soon as one of
the two playersmakesa concession.

We refer to the game with only agreementsA and B as thewar of
attrition and to the game with only agreementsC andB (A andC) as the
CB war of attrition (AC war of attrition).

4 Only Two Possible Agreements

AssumethatC is unavailable.PlayerA needsto decideonly how long
to wait beforesheacceptsagreementB and the game terminates as soon
as one of the playersconcedes.Although a concessionby A may reveal
information on the value of a, this information is irrelevant becauseby
the time B learnsof A’s concessionthe game is over. Thus if agreement
C is impossible,we gain no insight into the subtle interactions between
information and concessionsthat are inherent of the bargaining process.
However,solving this simplergameis a necessary intermediate step before
proceeding to the analysis of the model with three agreements for two
reasons. First, because players may ignore the possibility of agreement at
C, thus the BE strategiesof the gamein which C is unvailable are very
relevant.Second,becauseif C is everproposedby A before the end of the
game,playersface a continuationthat is a CB war of attrition.

We can describe the war of attrition as in section 3, eliminating the
possibility of a compromise agreementC. Proposition 1 fully characterizes
the set of BE for two-agreement games2. Since the main objective of the
present paper is to analyze games in which compromises are possible, and
since a proof of Proposition 1 is long and involved, we skip it. (See PONSATI

and ŚAKOVICS [1995a] for a detailed proof).

PROPOSITION 1 : BE with only two agreements.
For games with only two agreementsA andB, the set of BE outcomes

is characterizedby the following:

(i) If aH � xB andbL < 1 � xA < bH then, almost surely,A concedes
and agreementB is reached at 0.

2. Of course, what follows is equally valid for wars of attrition with agreementsC andB or A
andC.
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(ii) If aL < xB < aH andbL < 1� xA < bH the strategies are such that
"A (a; �t) = B iff a = � (t) and"B (b; �t) = A iff b = � (t), where�
and� are increasing, differentiable functions uniquely solving the system
of differential equations

(1)
_� =

(1� F (�)) (1 � xA � �)

f (�) (xA � xB)
;

_� =
(1�G (�)) (xB � �)

g (�) (xA � xB)
;

with limt!1 (� (t); � (t)) = (xB; 1 � xA), and (limt!0 � (0) � aL)
(limt!0 � (0) � bL) = 0.
(iii) If aH � xB and bH � 1 � xA, then there is a continuum of
BE characterized by the solution to (1), such that(limt!0 � (0) � aL)
(limt!0 � (0)� bL) = 0.

Proof: see PONSATI and ŚAKOVICS [1995a].
Remark: Proposition 1 fully characterizes the set of non trivial BE. If

types are known to be incompatible, i.e. aL > xB and bL > 1 � xA,
then no player ever concedes. If it is known that playerA cannot make
a concession, i.e.xB < aL, while bL � 1 � xA, thenB concedes at 0 if
she is of type b � 1 � xA.

Without getting into the details of the proof, we sketch the main argument.
Note that typesa > xB prefer perpetual conflict toB and therefore they
would never yield in equilibrium. Thus, ifA is believed to have a type
a > xB with positive probability, she can credibly claim that she will
neveryield. So, if B is known to preferA to perpetual disagreement (case
(i)), A can take advantageof B and agreementA prevails. If both can
credibly claim their unwillingnessto yield, we get the classical war-of-
attrition behavior,the playerstry to screeneachother’s type by prolonging
the game and thus imposing a delay cost on their opponent (as well as
themselves). Note that all types who derive positive utility even upon
concession, eventually yield in equilibrium. If both players are known to
prefer yielding to perpetualconflict we get a continuum of the wearing-
down strategiesmentionedabove including the two limit cases in which
oneplayeryields at t = 0 with probability 1. The later are possible because
now nothing can convince a player that her opponent will never concede.
Therefore ifA believes after any time without concession thatB will soon
concede, holding is a best response forA.

5 Games with Compromise

In this section we study games with three possible agreements,A, B, and
C. The main result that we obtain are: a) that the outcome of the game
in which A andB are the only possible agreements remains an equilbrium
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when the possibility of a compromise,C, is added; and b) that there
exist equilibria with compromise that are (ex-ante) Pareto improving. The
equilibrium profiles that allow compromise, however, cannot be markov
profiles.

We consider first strategy profiles in which players ignore the possibility
of reaching a compromise atC. A PBE with such profiles is characterized
via a BE of the war of attrition. Given such a BE (possibly the unique one)
let �w

a
denotethe time of concessionby playerA of typea, andrecall that,

for t > 0, � (t) is the type ofB that concedes att. A War of Attrition (WA)
strategy-belief profile, ("w; �w), is defined as follows:

"w
A
(a; ht) =

�
A;

B;

for ht = �t; t < �w
a

or ht = B �t;

otherwise;

�w
A
(�t) is the restriction of�w

A
(�0) to [� (t); bH ], and�w

A
(B �t) assigns

probability 1 tob � � (t); "w
B

and�w
B

are definedsymmetrically.

That is,A keeps proposalA until the date at which she would concede
B if C were unavailable. IfA observes a concession toC by B, she
keepsproposalA for ever. To supportsuchbehavior in a PBE it suffices
that beliefsat partial historiesB �t, that occur with zero probability, assign
probability one to types that can concedeagain3.

PROPOSITION 2 : War of Attrition Equilibria (WAE).
A WA profile is a PBE.

Proof: By Proposition 1 (i), the continuation strategies afterC is proposed
are a BE. Since players of typea > xB cannotreceivea positive payoff
if they acceptxB, no deviation from the proposed strategy is profitable for
them. Also, by Proposition1, the proposedstrategiesprescribeequilibrium
behaviorfor a < xB , if they are playing thea game with two agreements
A andB. Moreover,sinceB playsas if onlyA andB where possible, any
strategyin whichA proposesC at any t is strictly dominated by a strategy
in which A directly proposesB. �

Proposition 3 that follows focuses attention on games in which the abilities
to concedeare very asymmetric: it is known thatA gets a positive payoff
even in agreementB while it is uncertain ifB can afford agreementC. We
show that in this caseA immediately concedesB to B. This result is quite
intuitive, only B can credibly claim that she needs a total concession, this
ensures thatA will eventually (at a finitet) concede toB. Given that the
latestdateat which A proposesB is finite, a backwardinductionargument
proves that indeed it must be 04.

3. This result can be generalized for games withn agreements that giveA sharesx1 to xn,
0 < x1 < x2 < . . . < xn < 1, if aH > xn�1 andbH > 1� xn�1.

4. This result can be generalized for games withn agreements, a generalization that is the analogue
to the Coase conjecture in our context.
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PROPOSITION 3 : Total Concession WAE.
If aH < xB andbH > 1�xC then any PBE is a WAE in whichA accepts
B at t = 0.

Proof:
Step 1:A never proposesC. Note that if the game has not ended after

sheproposesC, by Proposition1 (i), A must acceptB immediately.Thus
b will find profitable to proposeC simultaneously withA. In this case,
sinceA’s proposalC will lead to proposalB after �, A is better off by
proposingB directly.

Step 2: All a propose B at some finite t. Let Ht (�) denote the
probability thatB concedesC or A by � conditional on keeping proposalB
in [0; t), and let�t = lim�!1 Ht (�). If a never proposesB the she gets a
payoff no greaterthan

R
1

t
(xA � a) e�� dHt (�). Note that for eacht > 0,Z

1

t

(xA � a) e�� dHt (�) � (xA � a) e�t �t:

Note also, that, sincebH > 1 � xC , for t large enough�t can be made
arbitrarily small. Therefore,sincea < xA there is somet <1 such that

Z
1

t

(xA � a) e�� dHt (�) � (xA � a) e�t �t < (xB � a) e�t;

that is, proposingB at t is better than not conceding at all.
Thus, T = supremum ft, such that a proposesB no later thant for

a 2 [aL; aH ]g < 1.
Step 3: All a proposeB at 0. Note that ifT > 0, for small�, no b will

proposeC or A in (T��; T ], but then a proposingB atT will find profitable
to deviateandproposeit in (T � �; T ). HenceT = 0. �

Let us now explore the possibility that agreementC arises in equilibrium.
We definea CompromiseProfile (CP), as a pair ("; �) that yields C with
positiveprobability. ACompromise Equilibrium(CE), is a CP that is a PBE.

According with intuition, a player who gets higher benefits from agreement
is willing to incur less delay cost in order to force a favorable outcome.
Recall that this holds in the WAE becauseA’s concessions toB are
monotone in BE of the war of attrition, that is ifa < a0 then �w

a
< �w

a0 .
Although intuition suggests that concessions in CE should also be monotone,
this cannot be guaranteed without an assumption on the behavior of
indifferent types: we require that ifa is indifferent between two proposals,
thenall weakertypesmustbeproposingat mosttheleastfavorableone. This
requirement, sated as Assumption 1, is sufficient to prove weak monotonicity
of the concessionsalongany PBE. This fact, stated as Lemma 4, is crucial
for characterizing the set of PBE because it implies that the support of beliefs
�A is an interval at all partial historiesthat occur along the play of a PBE.

Assumption 1

If a anda0 (a < a0) are indifferent between proposing an agreement that
assignsx andy to A, x < y, if a0 proposesx, thena demands at mostx.
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LEMMA 4 : Monotonicity.
Let ("; B) be a PBE that satisfies Assumption 1. For allht and for

almostall a < a0 the following holds:
(i) "A (a0; ht) = C implies "A (a; ht) 2 fB; Cg,
(ii) "A (a0; ht) = B implies "A (a; ht) = B.

Proof: See Appendix.

Let us consider the implications of monotonicity ifC is agreed with
positive probability in equilibrium. First, it is necessarythat weak types
(a < xB) pool with some stronger types(a > xB); otherwise (by
Proposition1 (i)) a concession toC immediately forces them to a concession
to B (andtwo immediatelysuccessiveconcessions cannot be an equilibrium
behavior). Second, since different types ofA separateas they proposeC or
not, there must be dates at whichB, not seeingA proposeC, must conclude
that agreement atB is impossible. Since this information transmissions is
instantaneous,B would like to react to it also instantaneously. However, if
B were free to react instantaneously, inducingB’s fast concession would
be too cheap, thus upsetting the incentives of weaka’s to proposeC.
Therefore, in order to ensure that separation viaC occurs in an equilibrium,
theremustbe a positivetime interval without concessionsthat enforcesthe
pooling and separation of types. We state this in the following Lemma 5.

LEMMA 5 : Partially pooling strategiesare necessaryin CE.
Considera CE satisfying Assumption1. Then (i) and (ii) hold for

some�t, 0 � t < 1.
(i) Given a = infimum in the supportof �B (�t) andb =infimum in the
support of�A (�t),

"A (a; �t) =

�
C; a 2 [a; �a);

A; a � �a;

"B (b; �t) =

�
C; b 2 [b; �b);

B; b � �b;

with xB 2 [a; �a) and either[b; �b) = ? or xB 2 (b; �b).
(ii) There is �� > 0 such that:

"B (b; �t+�) = B all b and � 2 [0; ��);

"A (a; �t+�) = A all a and � 2 [0; ��);

"B (b; �t+��) = C; b < 1� xC ;

and,if [b; �b) 6= ?,

"A (a; �t+��) = C; a < xC :

Proof: See Appendix.

A full characterization of MPE follows as a direct consequence of
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Lemma 5. In fact, the set of MPE outcomes reduces to the set of WAE. If
a > xB , andA does not offer aC at �t, thenB knows that an agreement is
possibleonly if she proposes at leastC. The interval of time(t+�; t+ ��)
must elapse before any new more byB, though (otherwise typesa < a,
that must proposeC at �t, would find profitable to deviate delaying their
concession).Sinceno concessionstake place during(t+�; t+ ��), players
proposalsare different at different dates while the state of the game remains
unchanged, hence a CE is impossible with markov profiles.

PROPOSITION 6 : Markov PerfectEquilibria are WAE.
Assumption 1 implies that("; �) is a MPE iff it is a WAE.

Proof: By Lemma 5 (ii) if � 2 [0; ��), "B (b; �t+�) = B for all b,
"A (a; �t+�) = A for all a and "B (b; �t+��) = C for b < 1 � xC . Note
that "A (a; �t+�) = A for all a and � 2 [0; ��) implies that the state is
the sameat �t+� and�t+��, yet "B (b; �t+�) 6= "B (b; �t+��), contradicting
that ("; �) is markov.

Since no PBE in markov profiles can yield agreementC, a MPE must be
a WAE. �

We will now explore the existence CE in profiles that are not markov. For
the sakeof tractability we will restrict our analysis to games where some
gainsfrom agreementarepossibleandwhereaH andbH can only agree at
A andB respectively: i.e.aL < xB � 1� bH < xC < aH � xA < 1� bL.

Considera strategyprofile constrainedas in Lemma 5, in which intervals
of types[a; �a) and [b; �b) (with at least[a; �a) 6= ?, simultaneously propose
C. Note that the following are also necessary to support it as a PBE. First,
at partial historiesprior to �t playerseffectively play the war of attrition,
thus a CE must prescribedatesof concession that are consistent with the
unique (by Proposition 1 (ii)) BE of the war of attrition. Second, if only
A proposesC at �t, the continuationAtt+� is a CB war of attrition (if
only B proposesC at �t, the continuationB tt+� is aAC war of attrition)
that hasa unique(alsoby Proposition1 (ii)) BE, " must prescribe the same
behavior as this BE.

The following Lemma 7 formally states these necessary conditions. Let
tAwa denote the time of concession ofa in theCB war of attrition starting at
Att+� with a 2 [a; �a) andb 2 [�b; bH ] (tBwa is thetime of concessionof a in
theAC war of attrition startingat B tt+� with a 2 [�a; aH) andb 2 [b; �b)).

LEMMA 7 : Furthernecessarycondition for CE.
AssumeaL < xB � 1� bH < xC < aH � xA < 1 � bL. Consider a

CE ("; �) satisfying Assumption 1 for which the conditions of Lemma 5
hold at�t. Then there must be�� (�� > 0 iff t > 0) such that"A satisfies:

"A (a; �� ) =

�
A; � < twa

B; � = twa
for � � t� ��;
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"A (a; �� ) = A all a for � 2 (t� ��; t);

"A (a; B t� ) =

�
A; � < tAwa

C; � = tAwa

"A (a; A t� ) =

�
C; � < tBwa

B; � = tBwa
for � � t+�;

and"B satisfiesthe symmetricconditions.

Proof: Fix a CE satisfying Lemma 5 at�t.

Assumethat t > 0. Note that anya that concedes earlier thant, by
Lemma 4, revealsthat a < xB , thus she must be proposingB. Since a
positive mass of types concedesC at t, there must be an interval of(t� ��; t)
without concessions. Hence, play in[0; t � ��) would not change ifC is
removed from the set of feasible moves, thus concessions must take place
as in the unique BE of the war of attrition.

It both playersproposeC at t the gameis over. If only A (B) proposes
C at t, the gamecontinuesasa CB (AC) war of attrition that satisfies the
conditionsof Proposition1 (ii). Therefore,"A (a; B t� ) and "B (b; B t�)
("A (a; A t� ) and "B (b; A t� )) are uniquely given by the BE strategies of
the war of attrition.

Lemmas 5 and 7 give necessary conditions on the path of play along a
CE. Moreover,sinceproposalC cantake place only at�t or �t+��, it must
beseverelypenalizedat otherdates: a sufficient penalty is that the opponent
remainsfirm on her demand;such behavior is optimal if beliefs�wB (ht)
assignprobability 1 to a < xB for h� that do not occur along the play of".
Interpretingt andt+ �� as pre-arranged or mediated meeting times provides
some intuitive justification for such updating rules: it is not unreasonable
that proposalsof compromiseoccurringjust beforeor just after the meeting
dats are taken as proof of extremeweakness.

We no state sufficient conditions for a CP to be a CE.

PROPOSITION 8 : Compromise Equilibria.
AssumeaL < xB � 1 � bH < xC < aH � xA < 1� bL.

Consider a profile("; �) satisfying Assumption 1 and the necessary
conditions of Lemma 5 and 7 for�t, a = � (t), b = � (t), �a, �b, ��
and ��. Assume moreover that fort0 6= t or t0 6= t+ ��,

"A (a; B t0�) = A for all a; and �A (b < xB jB t0� ) = 1

(and symmetrically for B):

Then ("; �) is a CE iff
(8.a ) �a and�b are such that the BE of theCB war or attrition starting
at Att+� has a positive mass ofb that concedeC at t + � (if �b > b,
theAC war or attrition starting atB tt+� has a positive mass ofa that
concedeC at t+�).
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(8. b) �� is such that�a is indifferent between proposingC andA at �t
(and similarly for�b if �b > b).
(8. c) If t > 0, �� is suchthat a = � (t) is indifferent betweenagreement
B at t� �� and proposingC at �t (and similarly forb = � (t) if �b > b).

Proof: A deviation in whichA (B) proposesC at some� 2 [t; t + ��)
once she believes thata > xB (b > 1� xA is not profitable, sinceB (A)
remainsfirm for ever if C is offered att0 6= t or t0 6= t + ��. The later
behavioris otpimal given thatB (A) believes that aa < xB (b < 1� xA),
with probability 1.

Assumethat �t = �0, a = aL and b = bL. We will prove that (8.a)
and (8.b) are necessary and sufficient for the("; �) profile to be a CE.
(With condition (8.c), the generalization to�t with t > 0, a = � (t) and
b = � (t) is immediate.)

Assume (8.a) fails and the probability thatB concedesC at � in
the CB war of attrition starting atA 0� is zero. For a is close to
aL, a’s expected payoff from the proposed strategy is arbitrarily close
to (xC � a)G (�b) + (1 � G (�b)) (xB � a) e��. Consider the following
class of deviations: do not concede at 0, concedeC at �, andB at 2�,
0 < � < �. As � ! 0, this strategygives a payoff arbitrarily close to
(xC � a)G (�b) + (1 � G (�b)) (xB � a). Hence, for each� > 0, there is
somenon-zeromeasuresubsetof typeswho would deviate.

Observethat for t = 0, (8.b) is equivalent to:

G (�b) + (1�G (�b))

Z 1�xc

�b

e��
AW

b d�A (A 0�)

= G (�b) e�� + (G (1� xC)�G (�b))e���:

Since �a > xB does not concede in theCB war of attrition starting
at A 0�, the expected value of this continuation for alla > xB is
(xC�a)

R
1�xc

�b
e��

AW

b d�A (A 0�). If �a proposesA at 0 andB proposesC,
�a must respondwith C at �. If �a proposesA at 0 andB proposesB, she
must wait until �� and thenoffer C. That is,�a’s indifference requires that

(xC � �a) [G (�b) + (1�G (�b))

Z 1�xc

�b

e��
AW

b d�A (A0�)]

= (xC � �a) [G (�b) e�� + (G (1� xC)�G (�b) e���]:

Moreover this implies that alla 2 (xB; xC) are indifferent between proposals
C or A at 0. Hence if (8.b) fails, either all typess 2 (xB; xC) would
want to proposexB at 0, or none would, and neither of these two siuations
can prevail in a CE.

Next we prove that if (8.a) and (8.b) hold, then no player can find
profitableto deviate. If only A proposesC at 0, then there must be some
~b such that allb, �b � b < ~b, acceptC at �. Thusa > 0, receives at least
G (�b) (xC�a)+(G (~b)�G (�b)) (xC�a) e��+(1�G (~b)) (xB�a) e�� >
G (�b)) (xC � a) + (1�G (�b)) (xB � a). That is, here is no� > 0 such that
condedingC at � andB at 2� is a profitable deviation. Let us check that
there is no other profitable deviation:

(i) Types a > xC , are playing a dominant strategy.
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(ii) Let a < xB andassume she does not concede in[0;�). If B proposes
C at 0, the best anya < xB can do is to accept it, which yields a payoff
(xC�a) e��. If B doesnot proposesC at 0, then the besta can do is either
to proposexB at �, or to wait until �� to proposeC. The payoff under the
first deviation isG (�b)) (xC�a) e��+(1�G (�b)) (xB�a) e��. The payoff
under the second isG (�b)) (xC � a) e�� + (G (xC)�G (�b)) (xC � a) e���.
Both are lower than the payoff that receives along".

(iii) ConsiderxB < a < xC . By (8.b), a is indifferent between offering
C at 0 or waiting to� or ��. Clearly, offeringC later than�� can never
increasetheir payoff. If offering C at t, 0 < t < ��, never receives
acceptance.Thereforethis deviation is not profitable: a cannot expect more
than G (�b)) (xC � a) which is strictly less than the payoff she obtains
along". �

Having proved that CE exist, we point out that if agreementsA andB
are very extreme, then the CE (ex-ante) Pareto Superior to the WAE.

PROPOSITION 9 : CE Pareto Dominate WAE.
As xB (1�xA) ! 0, the CE are (ex-ante) Pareto Superior to the WAE.

Proof: The expected gains ofA from the WAE are bounded above
by G (1 � xA) for all a. The expected gains from a CE are bounded
below by zero fora � xC , and byG (1 � xC) (xC � a) e�(t+��) for a <

xC �G (1�xA)! 0 asxA ! 1, whileG (1�xC)E fxC�aja < xCg e�(t+��)

remainsboundedabovezero. �

We concludethis sectionby computingthe case of symmetric agreements
x = xB = 1�xA andxC = 1=2 anduniformly distributedtypeson [0; 1�x].
In this case,symmetricCE with compromisesat t = 0 exists if and only
if xB = 1 � xA < 1=4. That is, when the war of attrition equilibrium
is most inefficient becauseof a very small probability of agreement, then
therearesymmetric,semi-poolingPBE in which compromisesare reached
at 0 with positive probability. The intuition is simple: Consider theCB
war of attrition afterA has proposed 1/2 att = 0. If xB is close to
1/2, the probability thatA can concede again toB is much higher than the
probability thatB canaccept1/2, thuswe cannot expect that a positive mass
of b’s will respondto A’s concessionto C with another concession toC.

Example : Uniformly Distributed Types.

(I) BE of the war of attrition with uniform distributions:
Consider the BE in a war of attrition with agreements that assign toAx

andy, x < y, andwherea andb are uniformly distributed in[aL; aH ] and
[bL; bH ], aL < x < aH , bL < 1 � y < bH.

A straightforwardcomputationshowsthat for all t > 0, � (t) = K+� (t).
With limt!1 (� (t); � (t)) = (x; 1� y), (� (t); � (t)) must be such that:

(i) For all t > 0, aH�x

aH�� (t)
=

bH�(1�y)

bH�� (t)
, that is, for allt > 0, the probability

that a > x must be equal to the probability that playerb > 1� y.

(ii) A concedes att = 0 with positive probability iff aH�x

aH�aL
<

bH�(1�y)

bH�bL
.

(II) Symmetric CE with t = 0 when x = xB = 1 � xA, xC = 1=2, a
and b uniform on [0; 1 � x]:
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A symmetric CE witht = 0 exists if there are�a = �b, x < �a < 1=2, and
�� > 0, such that (8.a) and (8.b) hold. For each�a, x < �a < 1=2, there is
some�� > 0 which satisfies (8.b). Hence it suffices to see that there is some
�a such that (8.a) holds. By part (I) a positive measure ofb concedesy at 0
iff aH�x

aH�aL
<

bH�(1�y)

bH�bL
. Substitutingy = 1=2, we find thatB concedes with

positive probability atA 0� iff �a�x
�a

<
1=2�x

1�x��b
. This inequality is satisfied

for some�a = �b 2 (x; 1=2) iff x < 1=4.

6 Conclusion

A model of the bargaining process as a two-stage concession game in
continuous time with two-sided private information has been presented. It
has been proved elsewhere that, in games in which no compromises are
possible,strict uncertainty on the ability of players to make concessions
implies the existenceof a unique equilibrium. Here we show that if an
intermediateoption is addedto the two extremeagreements, the outcome
of the original unique equilibrium persistsas an equilibrium outcome of
the more complexgame.However,the uniquenessof the equilibrium does
not necessarilypersist.

For games with only three agreements and types that have full support,
the whole set of PBE has been characterized. In addition to the equilibria
that reproducethe war of attrition, WAE, we have provided necessary and
sufficient conditions for existenceof CompromiseEquilibria (CE), these
are semi-poolingequilibria in which both partiesmake concessions with
positiveprobabilityandcompromisesarereachedafter perhapssome delay.

The characterization of these equilibria rely heavily on the particularly
simple structure of the equilibrium strategies in the continuation after a
concessiontakesplace,that is, on the structure of the set of BE in games
with only two agreements:Under the assumptionthat all types that can
extractsomesurplusarepresentin thenegotiation,any two agreement game
that arises as a continuation subgame has a unique BE. Such an assumption,
however, is of no help in games with more than three agreements because
PBE outcomes with three agreements are far from being unique.

The driving force behind our results is the fact that players revealing
ability to make concessions are forced to make them. As a consequence,
players refrain from partial concessions for fear of being identified as weak.
Thus,evenin thelimited frameworkof games with at most three agreements,
we provide a qualitative description of bargaining behavior with two-sided
incompleteinformation that is robust. First, the persistenceof equilibria in
which players follow strategies that ignore the possibility of compromise
can be generalized to games with many possible agreements. Second, the
structure of the equilibria in which compromises take place, highlights
the strong incentive constraints imposed by the process of information
transmission in sequential mechanisms: in order to get equilibria in which
intermediate agreements take place it is necessary that weak types be
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separated from strong types, but enforcing such separation requires positive
intervals of time without concessions. Finally, our results suggest that
third partiesenhancethe efficiency of bargaining outcomes by restricting
the opportunities for too much direct communication and coordinating the
timing of concessions.

Thus, our work leaves open two different lines for further research:
obtainingnew results for games withn possible agreements and studying
the effects of explicitly introducing a mediator in the bargaining process,
PONSATI and SÁKOVICS [1995b] exploresthis direction.
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APPENDIX

LEMMA 4 : Monotonicity
Let ("; �) be a PBE that satisfies Assumption 1. For allht and for
almostall a < a0 the following holds:
(i) "A (a0; ht) = C implies "A (a; ht) 2 fB; Cg,
(ii) "A (a0; ht) = B implies "A (a; ht) = B.

Proof: Fix a PBE ("; �). Let P andP 0 denotetwo agreementsthat give
A sharesx andx0, x > x0. Considerht, at whichA’s proposal isP . Let
Va (ht; P 0

�
denotea’s expected payof atht if she decides to switch to

proposalP 0 at t, and letVa (ht; P ) denotea’s expected payof atht if she
decides to keep proposalP at t; observe thatVa (ht; P 0

�
andVa (ht; P )

are continuous and strictly decreasing ina. Also, let � (a; ht; P ) denote
the a’s expected value of the discounting factore�� , at ht conditional on
a keeping proposalP at ht

Claim 1 : If Va (ht; P ) � Va (ht; P
0

�
for somea then Va0 (ht; P

�
�

Va0 (ht; P
0

�
for all a0 < a. It is easy to see that there are always

types who would get a negative payoff from a proposalP 0 and a non-
negative payoff from proposalP . Therefore, by continuity,9a� such that
Va� (ht; P

�
= Va� (ht; P 0

�
. Takea0 < a�. We know that sinceVa (ht; P )

is strictly decreasingin a, Va0 (ht; P
�
> Va� (ht; P 0

�
. Moreover, note that

Va0 (ht; P
�
�(a��a0)� (a0; ht; P ) �Va� (ht; P

�
. This is so, because the LHS

is whata� could get imitating a0. Now, Va� (ht; P
�
+(a�� a0)� (ht; P ) =

Va� (ht; P 0

�
+(a��a0)� (a0; ht; P ) < Va0((ht; P )+(a��a0)� (a0; ht; P )

and thereforeVa0 (ht; P 0) > Va0 (ht; P
�
� (a� � a0)� (a0; ht; P ). Hence,

for a0 close to a�, Va0 (ht; P 0

�
� Va0 (ht; P

�
. If the inequality is strict

for all a0 < a�, the claim is proved. If not, the argument can be repeated
starting ata0 for which Va0 (ht; P

0

�
= Va0 (ht; P

�
, etc.

A similar argument proves:

Claim 2 : If Va (ht; P ) = Va (ht; P
0

�
for somes then Va0 (ht; P

�
�

Va0 (ht; P
0

�
for all a0 > a.

By claims 1 and 2, if beliefs beforet had support[at; aH ] then the
following holds true:

Va (ht; P ) < Va (ht; P
0

�
if a 2 [at; !);

Va (ht; P ) = Va (ht; P
0

�
if a 2 [!; �!];

Va (ht; P ) > Va (ht; P
0

�
if a 2 (�!; aH ];

where at � ! � �! < aH .

Given Assumption 1, we get the desired result.
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LEMMA 5 : Partially pooling strategies are necessary in CE.
Consider a CE satisfying Assumption 1. Then (i) and (ii) hold for

some�t, 0 � t < 1.
(i) Given a = infimum in the support of�B (�t) andb = infimum in the
support of�B (�t),

"A (a; �t) =

�
C; a 2 [a; �a);

A; a � �a;

"B (b; �t) =

�
C; b 2 [b; �b);

B; b � �b;

with xB 2 (a; �a) and either[b; �b) = ? or xB 2 (b; �b).
(ii) There is �� > 0 such that:

"B (b; �t+�) = B all b and � 2 [0; ��);

"A (a; �t+�) = A all a and � 2 [0; ��);

"B (b; �t+��) = C; b < 1� xC ;

and, if [b; �b) 6= ?,

"A (a; �t+��) = C; a < xC :

Proof: By Lemma4, anystrategyin which thetime of the first concession
is fully revealing must be strictly monotone. By Proposition 1, in fully
revelaingstrategies,any concessionby a < xB leads to a total concession.

Thereforeif C arisesit must be that for some�t there is a set ofa’s,
At, of positive measure, that proposeC.

By Lemma 4, for eachht, beliefs must havesupporton an interval. In
particular, as long as no concessionis observed,beliefs have support on
someinterval (at; iH ], with aL � at, and at0 � at for all t0 < t. Also
by Lemma4, At must be an interval. Let �at denote the supremum ofAt.
Consider the following cases:

Case I : �at � xB � B best response must be to keep proposalB with
probability 1, a concession leads to a CB war of attrition in whichA must
concedeB immediately. This cannot occur in a PBE since anya 2 At
would be better off proposingB directly.

Case II : �at > xB andB remains firm with probability1. If A does not
concedeC she gives a final proof that she isa > xB , thusB must at least
concedeC in response.B’s response, however, must not be att + �. If
B’s response is not delayed beyondt+�, a deviation is profitable for any
a 2 At: not concedingC at�t pays at least�A (1�b > xC j�t) (x

C
�s) e��,

while the payoff if the concedes is strictly below�A (1�b > xC j�t) (x
C
�a)

(becauseshe gets the expected payoff of theBC war of attrition in which not
all 1 � b > xC proposeC immediately), as� ! 0 the former expression
must be greater than the later.
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Case III : �at > xB and b 2 Bt 6= ?, proposesC at �t, with
�bt = sup Bt > 1�xA. Thereis agreementC on x2 at t, or thecontinuation
is one of the following:�t0 t0 > t and beliefs thatC is the unique possible
agreement, anAC war of attribution or aCB war of attrition. In any case,
if A does not offerC, B beliefs with probability 1 that future agreements
arepossibleonly if she offersC. YetB must not offerC at t+�; otherwise
any a 2 At has a profitable deviation: not concedingC at �t pays at least
�A (1 � b > xC j�t) (x

C
� s) e�� (with � ! 0), while the payoff is she

concedesis strictly less than�A (1� b > xC j�t) (x
C
�a) (because proposal

C is followed, with positive probability, by aCB war of attrition).
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